ACROSS
1  Hector hasn't left address for American guy (6)
4  Move to London maybe and stay with son (2,6)
10  Attack by River Plate (7)
11  At first she's clear I'm back in love (7)
12  Heartless ogler could give one? (4)
13  Elected to learn about present tense, being inarticulate (10)
15  Priest is entertained by old chief (6)
16  Justify diatribe promoting hostilities? (7)
20  Loos are defaced, using this? (7)
21  Intoxicant from small island between Portugal and Spain (6)
24  Stroll by river after long opera (3,7)
26  Drop off speaker's notes (4)
28  Overindulge in English Cheddar perhaps around noon (7)
29  Supply a smile, hiding one's discomfort (7)
30  England's opener in mess in most of Test cricket series (3,5)
31  Otto's sure motorway by sea is blocked (6)

DOWN
1  Want party to change leaders? That'll create repercussion (8)
2  Harridan pens one article about free programs (9)
3  Landed gentry possess an advantage (4)
5  Concerned with care of pupils in history test (8)
6  Goes after material for cosmetics? (10)
7  Penny leaves game dish (5)
8  Reason for one touring Turkey (6)
9  British currency required for stamp (5)
14  Prehistoric creature university found in Urals also caused confusion (10)
17  Register stops forged monies becoming coinage (9)
18  Worksheet regularly used in learning produces angry response (4,4)
19  Clergyman lost nerve when overdrawn, apparently (8)
22  Commercial release for run-up to Christmas (6)
23  Pander to house manager finally and smarten up (5)
25  Bore is enthusiastic on the air (5)
27  Russian woman found in river, headless (4)
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